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In 1976, V. Boltyanski introduced the functional md for compact, convex bodies.
With the help of this functional, some theorems of combinatorial geometry were
derived. For example, the first author obtained a Helly-type theorem, later some
particular cases of the Szo kefalviNagy problem were resolved. Further on, exact
estimates for the cardinalities of primitive fixing and hindering systems of compact,
convex bodies were established, etc. In this article, we discuss the connection of the
classical Carathe odory Theorem with the functional md.  2001 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let H be a subset of the unit sphere Sn&1 of the Euclidean space Rn
which is not one-sided (i.e., H is not contained in any closed hemisphere of
Sn&1). By md H we denote the largest positive integer k such that there are
vectors a0 , a1 , ..., ak # H with the following two properties: (i) the vectors
are positively dependent, i.e., there are positive numbers *0 , *1 , ..., *k such
that *0 a0+ } } } +*kak=0, (ii) every k of the vectors a0 , a1 , ..., ak is linearly
independent.
In other words, md H is the largest positive integer k such that there
are vectors a0 , a1 , ..., ak # H whose convex hull conv[a0 , a1 , ..., ak] is a
k-dimensional simplex with the origin in its relative interior. This geometri-
cal description shows that 1md Hn for any subset H of Sn&1 that is
not one-sided. On the other hand, it is clear that, for every integer m with
1mn, there exists a subset H of Sn&1 such that H is not one-sided and
md H=m. In particular, if H=Sn&1, then md H=n. Furthermore, if
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H=[e1 , e2 , ..., en , &e1 , &e2 , ..., &en] where the vectors e1 , e2 , ..., en form
a basis of Rn, then md H=1.
For a given subset H of Sn&1 that is not one-sided, a closed half-space
P/Rn is said to be H-convex if its outward unit normal belongs to H.
Furthermore, a set M/Rn is H-convex if it is representable as the intersec-
tion of a family of H-convex half-spaces. We remark that every H-convex
set is closed (and convex in the usual sense). If, as above, H=[e1 , e2 , ...,
en , &e1 , &e2 , ..., &en], then every compact, n-dimensional, H-convex set
is a closed parallelotope of dimension n with the outward unit normals of
all its facets belonging to H.
Now we pay attention to the classical Carathe odory Theorem. For a set
K/Rn, its convex hull conv K is the minimal (under inclusion) convex set
that contains K. It is evident that conv K is the intersection of all convex
sets containing K. The Carathe odory Theorem gives an explicit description
of conv K. It affirms that a point x # Rn belongs to the convex hull of a set
K/Rn if and only if there exist (not necessarily distinct) points
a0 , a1 , ..., an # K and nonnegative numbers *0 , *1 , ..., *n such that
*0+*1+ } } } +*n=1 and *0 a0+*1 a1+ } } } +*n an=x .
In other words, the Carathe odory Theorem can be formulated in the
following form: A point x # Rn belongs to the convex hull of a set K/Rn if
and only if there exist (not necessarily distinct) points a0 , a1 , ..., an # K such
that x belongs to the convex hull of the set [a0 , a1 , ..., an].
Carathe odory’s Theorem goes back to the contributions [13, 14], and
together with various applications it is reproduced in many articles and
books, see the surveys [15, 16] for an extensive collection of references.
Carathe odory’s original proof proceeds by induction on n and uses the
existence of supporting hyperplanes at boundary points of convex sets, cf.
also the classical book [12]. Other proofs are based on Radon’s Theorem
(see, e.g., [15]) and on Helly’s Theorem (cf., e.g., [17]).
Our goal is to generalize Carathe odory’s Theorem for H-convexity.
Consider a subset H of the unit sphere S n&1 that is not one-sided. The
H-convex hull convH K of a set K/Rn is the minimal (under inclusion)
H-convex set that contains K. It is evident that convH K is the intersection
of all H-convex sets containing K. Now it is natural to formulate the
following conjecture which is obtained from Carathe odory’s Theorem by
writing md H instead of n (what is usual in applications of the functional
md, cf., for example, [1; 3; 9, Chap. III]): Let H be a subset of the unit
sphere Sn&1 that is not one-sided. Denote the integer md H by m. Let,
furthermore, K be a compact set in Rn. A point x # Rn belongs to convH K
if and only if there exist (not necessarily distinct) points a0 , a1 , ..., am # K
such that x belongs to the H-convex hull of the set [a0 , a1 , ..., am].
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But this assertion is wrong. Considering convH K instead of conv K, we
cannot replace the integer n by md H. We give some auxiliary examples.
Note that in the sequel we denote by H(M) the set of all outward unit nor-
mals of a convex body M/Rn at its regular boundary points.
Example 1. Let e1 , ..., en be the unit vectors of a Cartesian coordinate
system in Rn, n3. Denote by H the set [e1 , e2 , ..., en , &e1 , &e2 , ..., &en]
and by W the cube with edges [0, e1], [0, e2], ..., [0, en] emanating from
their common vertex at the origin 0. Consider the set K=[e1 , ..., en] _ N
where N is a compact set contained in the interior of the cube W.
Since md H=1, the above conjecture would affirm that to obtain
convH K it is sufficient to take the union of the sets convH [a0 , a1] over all
pairs [a0 , a1]/K. But this is not true. Indeed, for every bounded set
M/Rn, its H-convex hull is the minimal (under inclusion) closed
parallelotope P#M whose edges are parallel to the coordinate axes.
Consequently convH K=W. At the same time, the union
.
a0 , a1 # K
convH [a0 , a1]
does not coincide with this cube. Moreover, the union
.
a0 , a1 , ..., ap # K
convH [a0 , a1 , ..., ap]
coincides with W only for pn&1, since for p<n&1 this set does not
contain the vertex e1+ } } } +en of the cube W.
Example 2. Let M/Rn be an n-dimensional regular pyramid with an
(n&1)-dimensional cube B as its base. Denote by H the set H(M)/Sn&1,
i.e., H consists of 2n&1 vectors p0 , p1 , ..., p2n&2 where p0 is the outward
unit normal of the base B of M and p1 , ..., p2n&2 are the outward unit nor-
mals of the lateral facets of M. Every H-convex set is the intersection of
half-spaces with outward normals belonging to H (in particular, M is an
H-convex set).
Assume K=[c1 , ..., c2n&2] _ N, where c1 , ..., c2n&2 are the centers of the
relative facets of B and N is a compact set contained in the interior of the
pyramid M.
Since md H=2, the above conjecture would affirm that to obtain
convH K=M it is sufficient to take the union of the sets convH [a0 , a1 , a2]
over all triples [a0 , a1 , a2]/K. But also this is not true. Indeed, the union
.
a0 , a1 , ...ap # K
convH [a0 , a1 , ..., ap]
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coincides with M only for p2n&3, since for p<2n&3 this union does
not contain the vertex of M that is opposite to the base B.
Example 3. Let e1 , ..., en be an orthonormal basis in Rn, n3.
Consider the set H that consists of all vectors
\ei , f ij= 35 ei+
4
5 e j ; i=1, ..., n, i{ j=1, ..., n.
Thus the set H/Sn&1 consists of n2+n vectors (we remark that fij { fji)
and is not one-sided. Furthermore, consider the set K that consists of all
points pij= 75 f ij , i.e., the coordinate xi of the point p ij is equal to
21
25 , the
coordinate xj is equal to 2825 , and any other coordinate is equal to 0. The
set K consists of N=n(n&1) points.
Denote by E (+)i , E
(&)
i the supporting half-spaces of K with the outward
normals ei and &ei , respectively. It is easily shown that
E (+)i =[x : (ei , x)
28
25 ], E
(&)
i =[ x: (ei , x)0].
By 8ij denote the supporting half-space of K with the outward normal fij ,
i.e., 8ij=[x : ( fij , x) 75 ] (we remark that ( f ij , pij) =
7
5 and ( fij , x)<
7
5
for any other point x # K ). The set convH K coincides with the intersection
of all half-spaces E (+)i , E
(&)
i , 8ij for i=1, ..., n, i{ j=1, ..., n. It is easily
shown that the point q=(1, 1, ..., 1) belongs to each of these half-spaces,
i.e., q # convH K. Moreover, q belongs to the boundary of every half-space
Fij and to the boundary of the convex body M=convH K.
Since md H=2, the above conjecture would affirm that to obtain
convH K=M it is sufficient to take the union of the sets convH [a0 , a1 , a2]
over all triples [a0 , a1 , a2]/K. But also this is not true. Indeed, assume
that we remove only one point pij from K. Then the supporting half-space
8*ij of the set K"[ pij] with the outward normal f ij has the form
[x : ( fij , x) 168125 ]. Since
168
125<
7
5 , the half-space 8*ij does not contain the
point q, i.e., q  convH [K"[ pij]]. Thus
convH K{ .
a0 , ..., ak # K
convH [a0 , a1 , ..., ak]
for k<N&1=n2&n&1.
Example 4. Let M/R3 be a regular pyramid whose base B is a
regular polygon with q vertices, q being an arbitrary integer with q5.
Denote by H the set H(M)/S2, i.e., H consists of q+1 vectors
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p0 , p1 , ..., pq , where p0 is the outward unit normal of the base B of M and
p1 , ..., pq are the outward unit normals of the lateral facets of M. Again,
each H-convex set is the intersection of half-spaces with outward unit nor-
mals belonging to H (in particular, M is an H-convex set).
Now denote by K the set [c0 , c1 , ..., cq] _ N where c0 is the center of the
base B, c1 , ..., cq are the barycenters of all lateral facets of M, and N is a
compact set contained in the interior of the pyramid M.
Since md H=3, the above conjecture would affirm that to obtain
convH K=M it is sufficient to take the union of the sets convH [a0 , a1 ,
a2 , a3] over all quadruples [a0 , a1 , a2 , a3]/K. But also this is not true.
Namely, the union
.
a0 , a1 , ..., ap # K
convH [a0 , a1 , ..., ap]
coincides with M only for pq&1, since for p<q&1 this set does not
contain the vertex of M that is opposite to the base B.
Example 5. Let (x1 , x2 , x3) be a Cartesian coordinate system in R3.
Consider the direct cone M=conv(K _ [b]) where K is the unit circle in
the plane (x1 , x2) centred at the origin and b=(0, 0, 1). Denote by H the
set H(M )/S 2, i.e., H consists of the vector (0, 0, &1) and all vectors
1- 2 (cos :, sin :, 1) with 0:<2?. Every H-convex set is the intersection
of a family of half-spaces with outward unit normals belonging to H (in
particular, M is an H-convex set).
Since md H=3, the above conjecture affirms that to obtain convH K=M
it is sufficient to take the union of the sets convH [a0 , a1 , a2 , a3] over all
quadruples [a0 , a1 , a2 , a3]/K. Again this is not true. Moreover, the set
.
a0 , a1 , ..., ap # K
convH [a0 , a1 , ..., ap]
does not coincide with convH K for any positive integer p, since for any
finite subset F/K the set convH F does not contain b.
2. MAIN RESULTS
For a better understanding of the conjecture formulated in the previous
section and of the above examples, we introduce the notion of
Carathe odory number of a set H/S n&1.
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Definition 1. Let H be a subset of the unit sphere Sn&1 which is not
one-sided. The Carathe odory number ctd (H ) of the set H is the minimal
integer k such that for every compact set K/Rn the equality
cl \ .a0 , a1 , ..., ak # K convH [a0 , a1 , ..., ak]+=convH K (1)
holds, where cl, as usual, denotes the closure. Furthermore, if the equality
(1) does not hold for any integer k, then we write ctd (H)=.
The conjecture formulated in the previous Section would affirm that for
every set H/S n&1, which is not one-sided, the equality ctd (H )=md H
holds. As the above Examples show, this conjecture is wrong. In Example
1, md H=1 and ctd (H)=n&1. Example 2 yields md H=2 and ctd (H)=
2n&3, whereas Example 3 yields md H=2 and ctd (H )=n2&n&1.
Furthermore, Example 4 gives md H=3 and ctd (H )=q&1. Finally, in
Example 5 we have md H=3 and ctd (H)=. Hence these examples lead
us to the following
Theorem 1. For every subset H of Sn&1 that is not one-sided, the
inequality
ctd (H )md H
holds.
We remark that equality is possible. For example, the Carathe odory
Theorem itself affirms that for H=Sn&1 the equality ctd (H )=md H=n
holds. The following theorem gives a generalization.
Theorem 2. For every subset H/Sn&1 that is not one-sided, the
equality
ctd (H )=ctd (cl H)
holds. If, in particular, cl H=S n&1, then ctd (H )=n.
The next statement generalizes the situation presented by the Examples
above.
Theorem 3. Let H be a subset of the unit sphere Sn&1 which is not
one-sided.
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If n2 and md H=1, then ctd (H )=n&1, (2)
if n=md H=2, then ctd (H )=2, (3)
if n3 and md H=2, then n&1ctd (H )n2&n&1, (4)
if n4 and 3md Hn&1, then n&1ctd (H ), (5)
if md H=n3, then nctd (H) . (6)
The lower and upper estimates are exact.
To formulate the following theorem, we need some new notions which
are connected with the case when the set H is splittable.
Definition 2. Let H be a subset of Sn&1 which is not one-sided.
Assume that there exists a direct decomposition Rn=R1 R2 such that
H/R1 _ R2 , both the subspaces R1 , R2 having positive dimension.
Denote H & Ri by Hi , i=1, 2. In this notation, we write H=H1 6 H2 and
say that H is split into H1 and H2 . We remark that Hi is a subset of the
unit sphere S i=Sn&1 & Ri , i=1, 2, which is not one-sided, and hence it is
possible to consider the Carathe odory number ctd (H i) of the set H i .
In addition to Definition 1, we introduce a new functional ctdf , fixing the
point a0 # K. Namely, we formulate the following
Definition 3. Let H be a subset of the unit sphere Sn&1 which is not
one-sided. Then ctdf (H ) is the minimal integer k such that for every
compact set K/Rn and every fixed point a0 # K the equality
cl \ .a1 , } } } , ak # K convH [a0 , a1 , } } } , ak]+=convH K (7)
holds. As earlier, if the equality (7) does not hold for any integer k, then
we write ctdf (H )=.
We remark that if H=Sn&1, then ctd H= ctdf (H )=n (this is a well
known generalization of the classical Carathe odory Theorem). Moreover,
the proof of equality (2) implies that if n=md H=2, then ctd (H )=
ctdf (H )=2. Furthermore, ctdf (H )ctd (H )+1 for every H/S n&1 that
is not one-sided.
As usual, we write aff K for the affine hull of a set K.
Theorem 4. Let H=H1 6 H2 , where both the subspaces aff H1 , aff H2
have positive dimensions. In this case the following relations hold:
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ctdf (H )=ctdf (H1)+ctdf (H2). (8)
If ctd (H1)=ctdf (H1)&1 and ctd (H2)=ctdf (H2)&1, then
ctd (H )=ctd (H1)+ctd (H2)+1. (9)
If ctd (H1)=ctdf (H1)&1 and ctd (H2)=ctdf (H2), then
ctd (H )=ctd (H1)+ctd (H2) . (10)
If ctd (H1)=ctdf (H1) and ctd (H2)=ctdf (H2), then
ctd (H )=ctd (H1)+ctd (H2)&1. (11)
We remark that equalities (9), (10), (11) can be rewritten in the compact
form
ctd (H )=2(ctdf (H1)+ctdf (H2))&(ctd (H1)+ctd (H2))&1 . (12)
Example 6. Let Rn=R1 R2 (orthogonal direct sum) with dim
R1= p1 and dim R2=q1, where p+q=n. Denote by S1 , S2 the unit
spheres of R1 and R2 , respectively, and put H=S1 6 S2 (see Definition 2).
Under this condition we have the equality ctd(H )= p+q&1=n&1. This
follows immediately from (11).
Remark. Theorem 4 implies that all intermediate values in (4) are
realizable. In other words, if n&1<k<n2&n&1, then there exists a sub-
set H/S n&1 (which is not one-sided) with md H=2 and ctd (H )=k.
Indeed, if we change the set H in Example 3 in such a way that in the
interior of an angle Fij there is only one vector of H, whereas in all other
angles F ij the set H is as in Example 3, then the number ctd (H ) is reduced
by 1 (i.e., is equal to n2&n&2). Making the same variation of H in one
more of the angles F ij , we again reduce ctd (H ) by 1, etc. Finally, making
this variation of H in all angles Fij , we reduce ctd (H ) to 12 n(n&1)&1.
Thus all values between 12 n(n&1)&1 and n(n&1)&1 are realizable.
Consider now the decomposition Rn=R1 R2 with dim R1= p and
dim R2=q=n& p. Let H1 /R1 be as in Example 3 and H2 /R2 be as in
Example 1. Then for H=H2 6 H2 we have md H=2 (for 3pn&2)
and, by (9),
ctd (H )= ctd (H1)+ ctd (H2)+1=( p2& p&1)+(q&1)+1.
Reducing H1 as above, we obtain that all values between 12 p( p&1)&1+q
and p( p&1)&1+q are realizable. Taking different p, q, this allows to
realize all intermediate values in (4).
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In (5) all intermediate values are also realizable. For the case md H=3
this is proved as above, using Example 4 instead of Example 3. For
md H4 all intermediate values in (5) and (6) are realizable, too (to
obtain the proof, it is necessary to generalize Example 4 for md H=n4).
3. PROOFS
Theorem 4 will be proved below, not depending on other results. We use
Theorem 4 in some other proofs.
Proof of Theorem 1. This theorem is an immediate consequence of
Lemmas 1 and 5 which are proved below. K
Proof of Theorem 2. This Theorem follows immediately from the
following assertion (cf. Theorem 20.4 of [9]): Let H be a subset of Sn&1
that is not one-sided, and K/Rn be a compact set. Then convH K=
conv(cl H ) K. K
Proof of (2) in Theorem 3. This statement follows directly from Lemma
2 below. K
Lemma 1. For every subset H of Sn&1 that is not one-sided, the ine-
quality
ctd (H )n&1
holds.
Proof. Since the set H is not one-sided, it is not contained in a hyper-
subspace. Consequently there are unit vectors e1 , ..., en # H which form a
basis (in general, non-orthogonal) of the space Rn. Denote by f1 , ..., fn the
dual basis with respect to e1 , ..., en , i.e.,
(ei , fi) ={01
for i{ j ,
for i= j .
Furthermore, let W be the (n&1)-dimensional simplex with the vertices
f1 , ..., fn . Consider the set
K=[ f1 , ..., fn]/Rn .
Then convH K#conv K=W. Let z be a relatively interior point of the sim-
plex W. We denote the integer ctd (H ) by k. Since z # convH K, there are
points a0 , a1 , ..., ak # K (not necessarily distinct) such that
z # convH [a0 , a1 , ..., ak] .
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If now the set [a0 , a1 , ..., ak] does not contain the vertex f1 , then
z # convH [a0 , a1 , ..., ak]/convH [ f2 , ..., fn]/P1 ,
where P1 is the half-space [x : (x, e1) 0] with the outward normal e1 .
But z  P1 . Therefore it is necessary that f1 is contained in [a0 , a1 , ..., ak].
A similar reasoning shows that it is necessary that for each integer
i # [1, ..., n] the point fi belongs to [a0 , a1 , ..., ak]. Thus [a0 , a1 , ..., ak]=
[ f1 , ..., fn], and hence kn&1 (strict inequality is possible, since among
a0 , a1 , ..., ak there are possibly coinciding points). Thus ctd (H )n&1. K
Lemma 2. Let n2 and H/Sn&1. If md H=1, then the equality
ctd (H )=n&1 holds.
Proof. We will use induction over n. First we consider the case n=2,
i.e., H=[\e1 , \e2], where e1 , e2 is a basis in R2. For any compact subset
K of R2, its H-convex hull P=convH K is the minimal parallelogram cir-
cumscribed about K and having sides orthogonal to e1 and e2 , respectively.
Each side of P contains at least one point of K. For convenience, we call
the sides of P left, right, top, and bottom ones and denote them by
Sl , Sr , St , and Sb , respectively. We choose arbitrary points
al # Sl & K, ar # Sr & K, at # St & K, ab # Sb & K .
It is possible that one (or more) of these points coincides with a vertex of
P, the following proof being kept in these cases.
The H-convex hull convH [al , ar] is a parallelogram two sides of which
are situated in Sl , Sr (possibly, this parallelogram is degenerate, i.e., coin-
cides with a segment parallel St and Sb). The parallelogram convH [al , ar]
divides P into three parts: convH [al , ar], Pt , and Pb , where Pt is situated
above convH [al , ar] and Pb is situated below it.
Now the upper parallelogram Pt is covered by two parallelograms
convH [at , al] and convH [at , ar]. Similarly, the bottom parallelogram Pb
is covered by the sets convH [ab , ar] and convH [ab , al]. Thus
convH K=convH [al , ar] _ convH [at , a l]
_ convH [at , ar] _ convH [ab , al] _ convH [ab , ar] .
This proves the equality ctd (H )=1, and the initial step of induction is
established.
Assume that the Lemma holds for n=q2 and prove that it holds for
n=q+1. Thus H=[\e1 , ..., \eq+1]. Denote by R1 the subspace
spanned by e1 , ..., eq and by R2 the subspace spanned by eq+1 . From the
equality (10) in Theorem 4 we conclude for the corresponding sets H1 , H2
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that ctd (H )=ctd (H1)+ctd (H2)=ctd (H1)+1=(q&1)+1=q. Thus
the lemma holds for n=q+1. K
Proof of (3) in Theorem 3. Lemma 5 below implies that ctd (H)2.
The converse inequality is proved by the following lemma. K
Lemma 3. If n=md H=2, then ctd (H )2.
Proof. Let K/R2 be a compact set and x # convH K. If x # conv K,
then the classical Theorem of Carathe odory implies that there are points
a1 , a2 , a3 # K such that x # conv[a1 , a2 , a3]/convH [a1 , a2 , a3].
It remains to consider the case when x  conv K. In this case, there is a
supporting line l of K which separates K and x, i.e., K is contained in a
closed half-plane P with boundary l and x  P. We may suppose that l has
only one point a in common with K.
Denote by p the unit outward normal of the half-plane P. We assume
that p emanates from a. Then p  cl H, otherwise x  convH K, contradict-
ing the assumption. Consequently there exists an angle Q with the vertex
a such that p is situated in the interior of Q and no vector from int Q
emanating from a is contained in H. We may suppose that Q is the maxi-
mal angle with this property, i.e., the unit vectors q1 , q2 going along its
sides belong to H. Let Qi be the supporting half-plane of K with the out-
ward normal qi , and mi be its boundary line, i=1, 2. Denote by ai any
point belonging to K & mi , i=1, 2. Then x # Q1 , x # Q2 (otherwise
x  convH K ). Let b be the intersection point of the lines m1 and m2 . Then
x is contained in the triangle with the vertices a1 , a2 , b. Moreover, by
definition of the angle Q we have b # convH [a1 , a2], and consequently
x # convH [a1 , a2]. Thus, combining both the cases (a # conv K or
a  conv K ), we conclude that ctd (H )2. K
Remark. It follows from the proof that under the conditions of Lemma
3, the equality ctdf (H )=2 holds. Indeed, let x # convH (K ). If x  conv(K ),
then (cf. the proof above) there are two points a1 , a2 # K such that
x # convH [a1 , a2], i.e., x # convH [a0 , a1 , a2] for every fixed point a0 # K.
Even if x # conv (K), then for every fixed point a0 # K, there are two points
a1 , a2 # K such that x # conv [a0 , a1 , a2]/ convH [a0 , a1 , a2].
Proof of (4) in Theorem 3. The lower estimate follows from Lemma 1
above. The following lemma gives the upper estimate. K
Lemma 4. For each subset H of Sn&1, n3, that is not one-sided and
satisfies md H=2, the inequality ctd (H )n2&n&1 holds.
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Proof. Let H=H1 6 H2 where H1 /S1 /R1 , H2 /S2 /R2 . Assume
at first that p= dim R13, q= dim R23 and for H1 , H2 the assertion
of the Lemma holds. Then, by (9),
ctd (H )=ctd (H1)+ctd (H2)+1( p2& p&1)
+(q2&q&1)+1<n2&n&1,
i.e., for H the assertion of the Lemma holds, too. Similarly if at least one
of the numbers p, q is not greater than 2, then for H=H1 6 H2 the asser-
tion of the Lemma holds. Thus it remains to prove the Lemma in the case
when H is non-splittable. Let H/Sn&1, n3, be a set with md H=2 that
is not one-sided and not splittable. By Theorem 2 it is possible to assume
that H is closed. Denote by Pv the supporting half-space of the unit ball
B=conv Sn&1 with the unit outward normal v. Then the intersection
M=v # H Pv is a compact, convex body with H(M)=cl H=H. Thus md
H(M )=md H=2. Since H is not splittable, the body M is indecom-
posdable, i.e., it is not representable as the direct vector sum of two convex
sets with positive dimensions. In [4] (cf. also Theorem 29.1 in [9]) it is
proved that there are only four types of compact, convex, indecomposable
bodies M/Rn with md H(M )=2, n3: stacks, outcuts, stack-outcuts,
and particular four-dimensional polytopes. We consider more detailed the
case when M is an outcut, i.e., by the definition of an outcut, M is an
indecomposable, compoact, convex body distinct from a parallelotope such
that
H=H(M )/[\e1 , ..., \en] _ .
i{ j
Fij ,
where Fij is the angle whose sides go along the vectors ei , ej . Here e1 , ..., en
is a basis in Rn consisting of unit vectors (not necessarily pairwise
orthogonal). Denote by ?ij the orthogonal projection of Rn onto the plane
Rij of the vectors ei , ej and by Hij the vector system H & Rij . Then for every
subset K$/Rn, the equality
?ij ( convH K$)=convHij (?ij (K$))=convH (? ij (K$))
holds. By (2), ctd (H ij)=2. Moreover, ctdf (Hij)=2 (cf. the Remark after
Lemma 3).
Let x # convH K. Consider the indices 1, 2, 3 and prove that there is a set
S=[c1 , c2 , c3 , c4]/K such that
?12(x) # convH [?12(S)], ?13(x) # convH [?13(S)]. (13)
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We choose an arbitrary point c # K. Since ctdf (H12)=2, there are
two points a12 , b12 # ?12(K ) such that ?12(x) # convH [?12(c ), a12 , b12].
Similarly, there are two points a13 , b13 # ?13(K ) such that ?13(x) #
convH [?13(c ), a13 , b13].
Choose some points a 12 , b 12 , a 13 , b 13 # K with
?12(a 12)=a12 , ?12(b 12)=b12 , ?13(a 13)=a13 , ?13(b 13)=b13 .
Then
?12(x) # convH [?12(c ), ?12(a 12), ?12(b 12)]. (14)
?13(x) # convH [?13(c ), ?13(a 13), ?13(b 13)]. (15)
Setting a*=?12(a 13), we deduce from (14)
?12(x) # convH [a*, ?12(c ), ?12(a 12), ?12(b 12)].
Since ctdf (H12)=2, there are two points z1 , z2 among the three points
?12(c ), ?12(a 12), ?12(b 12) such that ?12(x) # convH[a*, z1 , z2]. In other
words, at least one of the inclusions
?12(x) # convH [a*, ?12(c ), ?12(a 12)] (16)
?12(x) # convH [a*, ?12(c ), ?12(b 12)] (17)
?12(x) # convH [a*, ?12(a 12), ?12(b 12)] (18)
holds.
Similarly, setting b*=?13(b 12), we deduce from (15) that at least one of
the inclusions
?13(x) # convH [b*, ?13(c ), ?13(a 13)] (16$)
?13(x) # convH [b*, ?13(c ), ?13(b 13)] (17$)
?13(x) # convH [b*, ?13(a 13), ?13(b 13)] (18$)
holds.
In the case (16), the set S/K consisting of four points c , a 12 , a 13 , b 13
satisfies (13). In the case (17), the set S=[c , b 12 , a 13 , b 13] satisfies (13). In
the cases (16$) and (17$) we similarly obtain a set S/K consisting of four
points that satisfies (13). It remains to consider the case when both the
inclusions (18) and (18$) hold. But in this case, the set S$=[a 12 , b 12 ].
Thus at any rate there is a set S=[c1 , c2 , c3 , c4]/K that satisfies (13).
Let [i, j ] be a pair of indices distinct from [1, 2] and [1, 3]. Since
ctdf Hij=2, there are two points a ij , bij # ?ij (K) such that ?ij (x) #
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convH [?ij (c1), aij , bij]. Choose some points a ij , b ij # K with ?ij (a ij)=a ij ,
?ij (b ij)=b ij . Then
?ij (x) # convH [?ij (c1), ?ij (a ij), ? ij (b ij)]. (19)
Taking the points c1 , c2 , c3 , c4 and the points a ij , b ij for all pairs [i, j ] dis-
tinct from [1, 2] and [1, 3], we obtain a set L/K. This set consists of
4+2( 12 n(n&1)&2)=n(n&1) points and satisfies ?ij (x) # ? ij (convH L)
for each pair of indices i, j, i.e., x # convH(L). This means that
ctd (H )n2&n&1. In the cases when M is a stack, a stack-outcut, or a
particular four-dimensional polytope, the reasoning is more simple. (The
reader can find definitions of these bodies in [4; 9, Sect. 29].) We only
remark that Example 2 gives a typical case of a stack; furthermore, every
particular four-dimensional polytope M has nine facets, and hence for
H=H(M ) the inequality ctd (H )<9 holds. K
Proof of (5) and (6) in Theorem 3. The lower estimate in (5) follows
from Lemma 1 above. The following lemma implies the lower estimate in
(6). K
Lemma 5. For every subset H/Sn&1 that is not one-sided and satisfies
md H=n, the inequality ctd(H )n holds.
Proof. Since md H=n, there are unit vectors v0 , v1 , ..., vn # H which are
minimally dependent. Let M/Rn be an n-dimensional simplex whose
facets have the outward unit normals v0 , v1 , ..., vn . Denote by Fi the facet
of M with the outward unit normal vi , by bi the barycenter of this facet,
and by ci the vertex of M that is opposite to the facet Fi , i=0, 1, ..., n.
Furthermore, consider the set K=[b0 , b1 , ..., bn]. Since v0 , v1 , ..., vn # H,
the simplex M is an H-convex set. For every i # [0, 1, ..., n], denote by Mi
the simplex that is obtained from M by the homothety with center ci and
ratio n&1n . This simplex is also an H-convex set.
We remark that bi # Mj for i{ j. In particular, [b1 , ..., bn]/M0 , and
hence convH [b1 , ..., bn]/M0 (since M0 is H-convex). Analogously, for
every subset [a0 , a1 , ..., an&1]/K its H-convex hull convH[a0 , a1 , ..., an&1] is
contained in one of the simplices M0 , M1 , ..., Mn . Consequently,
.
a0 , a1 , ..., an&1 # K
convH [a0 , a1 , ..., an&1]/M0 _ M1 _ } } } _ Mn .
But we have convH K#conv K, and hence the barycenter z of the simplex
M (i.e., the barycenter of the simplex conv K ) is contained in convH K. On
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the other hand, the union M0 _ M1 _ ... _ Mn does not contain z. This
means that
.
a0 , a1 , ..., an&1 # K
convH [a0 , a1 , ..., an&1]{convH K.
In other words, ctd (H )n. K
Proof of the Exactness of the Estimates in Theorem 3. The lower
estimate in (4) follows from Lemma 1. This estimate is exact. Indeed, let
H=H1 6 H2 with dim R1=n&2 and dim R2=2, where H1 is as in
Example 1 and H2 /R2 is the unit sphere in the two-dimensional space R2 .
Then md H=2. For n=3 we obtain from (11)
ctd (H )=ctd (H1)+ctd (H2)&1=2=n&1,
and for n4 we obtain from (10)
ctd (H )=ctd (H1)+ctd (H2)=(n&3)+2=n&1.
This proves the exactness of the estimate in (4).
The lower estimate in (5) follows from Lemma 1. This estimate is exact.
Indeed, let H=H1 6 H2 with dim R2= p, 3pn&1, and dim R1=
n& p, where H1 /R1 is as in Example 1 and H2 is the unit sphere in R2 .
Then md H= p. For n= p+1 we obtain from (11)
ctd (H )=ctd (H1)+ctd (H2)&1= p=n&1,
and for np+2 we obtain from (10)
ctd (H )=ctd (H1)+ctd (H2)=(n& p&1)+ p=n&1.
This proves the exactness of the estimate in (5).
The lower estimates in (6) follows from Lemma 5. This estimate is exact.
Indeed, let H be the unit sphere in Rn with n3. Then md H=ctd (H)=n.
The upper estimate in (4) follows from Lemma 4. This estimate is exact
(by Example 3).
To prove upper estimates in (5) and (6), it is necessary to generalize
Example 5 for higher dimensions. Namely, let Mq /Rq be the direct cone
with a (q&1)-dimensional ball as its base. Denote by Hq the set H(Mq)/
Sq&1. Then md Hq=q and ctd (Hq)=.
For obtaining the upper estimate in (5), we consider the decomposition
Rn=R1 R2 where R1=Rq, 3qn&1, and R2=Rn&q. Let H1=
H(Mq)/S1 /R1 and H2 /S2 /R2 be as in Example 1. Then the set
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H=H1 6 H2 satisfies md H=q and ctd (H )=. This implies the upper
estimate in (5).
Finally, taking H=H(Mq), q=n, we obtain the upper estimate in (6). K
Proof of Theorem 4. Denote the integers ctdf (H1) and ctdf (H2) by p and
q, respectively. Furthermore, denote the subspaces aff H1 and aff H2 by R1
and R2 , respectively. The orthogonal projection Rn  Ri is denoted by
?i , i=1, 2. For every points x1 # R1 , x2 # R2 , denote by s(x1 , x2) the point
which satisfies the conditions ?1(s(x1 , x2))=x1 , ?2(s(x1 , x2))=x2 . In other
words, s(x1 , x2)=?&11 (x1) & ?
&1
2 (x2). Then for every x # R
n, we have
s(?1(x), ?2(x))=x.
For every compact set K/Rn, the equality
convH(K )=s(convH ?1(K ), convH ?2(K ))
holds. We remark that if Mi /Ri is a compact set, then convH(Mi)=
convHi (Mi), i=1, 2.
Let now K/Rn be a compact set and x # convH K. We put x1=
?1(x), x2=?2(x). Hence x=s(x1 , x2). We choose an arbitrary point a* # K
and write a0=?1(a*), b0=?2(a*). Since ctdf (H )= p, there are points
a1 , ..., ap # ?1(K ) such that x1 # convH [a0 , a1 , ..., ap]. Similarly, there are
points b1 , ..., bq # ?2(K ) such that x2 # convH [b0 , b1 , ..., bq]. We choose
points
a 1 , ..., a p , b 1 , ..., b q # K
with ?i (a i )=a i , i=1, ..., p, and ?2(b j )=b j , j=1, ..., q. Thus
x1 # convH ?1[a*, a 1 , ..., a p ], x2 # convH ?2[a*, b 1 , ..., b q ],
and consequently x=s(x1 , x2) # convH [a*, a 1 , ..., a p , b 1 , ..., b q ]. We see
that for every points a* # K and x # convH (K ) there are p+q points
a 1 , ..., a p , b 1 , ..., b q # K such that x # convH [a*, a 1 , ..., a p , b 1 , ...,  bq ]. This
means that ctdf (H)p+q, i.e., we have the ineqality obtained from (8) by
replacing the sign = by .
Now we establish the converse inequality. Since ctdf (H1)= p, there are
a set M1 /R1 and points a0 # M1 , x1 # convH(M1) such that for any points
a1 , ..., ap&1 # M1 the point x1 is not contained in convH [a0 , a1 , ..., ap&1].
Applying a translation, we may suppose that a0=0 # M1 . Thus 0 # M1 and
x1  convH [0, a1 , ..., ap&1] for any points a1 , ..., ap&1 # M1 . Similarly,
there is a set M2 /R2 with 0 # M2 and a point x2 # convH(M2) such
that x2  convH [0, b1 , ..., bq&1] for any points b1 , ..., bq&1 # M2 . Now we
put x=s(x1 , x2), K=M1 _ M2 . Then the point x does not belong to
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convH [0, c1 , ..., cp+q&1] for any points c1 , ..., cp+q&1 # K. Indeed, since the
number of the points c1 , ..., cp+q&1 is smaller than p+q, either M1 con-
tains less than p of the points c1 , ..., cp+q&1 , or M2 contains less than q of
these points. Let, for definiteness, the intersection M1 & ?1[c1 , ..., cp+q&1]
contain less than p points. This means that x1  convH ?1[0,c1 , ...,
cp+q&1], i.e., x  convH [0, c1 , ..., cp+q&1]. We see that ctdf (H )>p+
q&1, and the proof of (8) is finished.
Denote now ctd (H1) by p and ctdf (H2) by q. In the cases (9) and (10),
we have ctdf (H1)= p+1. By (8), ctdf (H )=ctdf (H1)+ctdf (H2)= p+
q+1. Hence ctd (H )p+q. The converse inequality is evident (cf. the
beginning of the proof). This proves the equalities (9) and (10).
We now prove equality (11). Let K/Rn be a compact set and
x # convH K. As earlier, denote by ?i the orthogonal projection Rn 
Ri , i=1, 2. We put ?1(x)=x1 , ?2(x)=x2 . Denote ctd (H1) and ctd (H2)
by p and q, respectively. We have to prove that there are p+q points
y1 , ..., yp+q # K such that x # convH [ y1 , ..., yp+q].
Choose an arbitrary point c* # K and put a0=?1(c*), b0=?2(c*). Since
ctdf (H1)=ctd (H1)= p, there are points a1 , ..., ap # ?1(K ) such that
x1 # convH [a0 , a1 , ..., ap]. Similarly, there are points b1 , ..., bq # ?2(K ) such
that x2 # convH [b0 , b1 , ..., bq].
Let a i , b j be points in K such that ?1(a i )=a i , ?2(b j )=bj , i=1, ..., p and
j=1, ..., q. Thus we have p+q+1 points c*, a 1 , ..., a p , b 1 , ..., b q in K.
Consider the point a1*=?1(b 1 ). Then x1 # convH [a1* , a0 , a1 , ..., ap].
Since ctdf (H1)= p, there are p points z1 , ..., zp among a0 , a1 , ..., ap such
that the H-convex hull of the set [a1*, z1 , ..., zp] contains x1 . In other
words, either x1 # convH [a1*, a1 , ..., ap] or there are p&1 points among
a1 , ..., ap (say a1 , ..., ap&1) such that x1 # convH [a1* , a0 , a1 , ..., ap&1]. In
the second case we can omit the point a p , i.e., x1 # convH [c*, a 1 , ..., a p&1 ,
b 1 , ..., b q].
Thus it remains to consider the case x1 # convH [a1*, a1 , ..., ap].
Similarly, we consider the point b1*=?2(a 1). As above, it is sufficient to
consider the case when x2 # convH [b1*, b1 , ..., bq]. But then we obtain
again that the point x belongs to convH [a 1 , ..., a p , b 1 , ..., b q]. Thus in any
case, there are p+q points y1 , ..., yp+q in K such that x belongs to
convH [ y1 , ..., yp+q], and the proof is complete. K
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